Abstract. In this paper we introduce and explore conformal parabolic iterated function systems. We de ne and study topological pressure, Perron-Frobenius type operators, semiconformal and conformal measures and the Hausdor dimension of the limit set. With every parabolic system we associate an in nite hyperbolic conformal iterated function system and we employ it to study geometric and dynamical features (properly de ned invariant measures for example) of the limit set.
x1. Introduction. In MU1] we considered conformal in nite iterated function systems exploring geometrical and dynamical properties of its limit set. That paper combined and extended two continuing lines of research. One is the study of an in nite system of similarity maps (e.g., Mo] , MW]) and the other is the study of a nite system of contracting conformal maps (e.g., Pa]). We now call the systems considered in MU1] hyperbolic systems, since the derivatives of the maps in the system were required to be uniformly bounded below one. We continued our investigation of these systems in MU2] and gave special attention to the limit sets of iterated function systems arising from the standard (real) continued fraction algorithm with restricted entries. In MU3] our subject of interest was the residual set of the Apollonian packing. This was the rst paper where we had to seriously cope with a parabolic system. In the present paper we develop the theory of general parabolic conformal iterated function systems S: Some of our techniques are similar to the methods developed to analyze jump transformations, see for examples, Sch] , ADU] , and Y] . In section two, we de ne what it means for S to be parabolic and develop some basic results about its limit set and coding map. In section three, we de ne the pressure function associated with S and relate this notion to the standard one of the pressure of a function. We also note some important parameters and features of this function. In section four, we study Perron-Frobenius operators associated with the system S and the corresponding semiconformal measures, i.e. eigen-measures for the dual operators. We also determine the Hausdor dimension of the limit set. Let h denote the Hausdor dimension of the limit set of a parabolic iterated function system S. In section ve, we rst describe the structure of t-conformal measures with t > h. Then we associate with the system S an (always in nite) hyperbolic conformal system S whose limit set may di er from the limit set of the system S by at most a countable set. This hyperbolic system is our main tool to study h-conformal measures for the system S. We prove that if S is regular, then there exists a unique h-conformal measure for S which is atomless. We also study invariant measures for S which are probabilities and invariant measures for S (which are -nite, but which may happen to be in nite) equivalent with conformal measures. In particular we provide necessary and su cient conditions for the latter measures to be nite. We also show that the h-dimensional Hausdor measure of the limit set is always nite and that under the strong open set condition the h-dimensional packing measure is positive. In section six we give several examples. In particular, we return to the Apollonian packing to study invariant measures equivalent with h-conformal measures showing that these are nite. Some of the arguments given in MU3] which used the general theory given here are completed. We would like to mention here that although in MU3] we have considered a slightly di erent parabolic system and a di erent hyperbolic system derived from it, the results obtained in the present paper also apply to the setting of MU3]. We end the paper with a class of one-dimensional examples.
x2. Preliminaries. Our setting is this. Let X be a compact connected subset of a Euclidean space IR d . Suppose that we have countably many conformal maps n : X ! X, n 2 I, where I has at least two elements satisfying the following conditions (1) (Open Set Condition) n (Int(X)) \ m (Int(X)) = ; for all m 6 = n. 2 (2) j 0 i (x)j < 1 everywhere except for nitely many pairs (i; x i ), i 2 I, for which x i is the unique xed point of i and j 0 i (x i )j = 1. Such pairs and indices i will be called parabolic and the set of parabolic indices will be denoted by . All other indices will be called hyperbolic.
(3) 8n 1 8! = (! 1 ; :::; ! n ) 2 I n if ! n is a hyperbolic index or ! n?1 6 = ! n , then ! extends conformally to an open connected set V IR d and maps V into itself. (4) If i is a parabolic index, then T n 0 i n(X) = fx i g and the diameters of the sets i n (X) converge to 0.
(5) (Bounded Distortion Property) 9K 1 8n 1 8! = (! 1 ; :::; ! n ) 2 I n 8x; y 2 V if ! n is a hyperbolic index or ! n?1 6 = ! n , then j 0 ! (y)j j 0 ! (x)j K: (6) 9s < 1 8n 1 8! 2 I n if ! n is a hyperbolic index or ! n?1 6 = ! n , then jj 0 ! jj s. We call such a system of maps S = f i : i 2 Ig a subparabolic iterated function system. Let us note that conditions (1),(3),(5)-(7) are modeled on similar conditions which were used to examine hyperbolic conformal systems in MU1]. Condition (8) also held for many of the systems studied in MU1] but was not a general requirement. We need this condition in the sequel. If 6 = ; we call the system f n : n 1g parabolic. As declared in (2) the elements of the set I n are called hyperbolic. We extend this name to all the words appearing in (5) and (6). By I we denote the set of all nite words with alphabet I and by I 1 all in nite sequences with terms in I. It follows from (3) that for every hyperbolic word !, ! (V ) V . Note that our conditions insure that 0 i (x) 6 = 0; for all i and x 2 V: We provide below without proofs all the geometrical consequences of the bounded distortion property (5), abbreviated as (BDP), derived in MU1] which remain true in our setting.
We have for all hyperbolic words ! 2 I and all convex subsets C of V Frequently, refering to (BDP) we will mean either (BDP) itself or one of the properties (BDP1)-(BDP5). For each ! 2 I I 1 ; we de ne the length of ! by the uniquely determined relation ! 2 I j!j . If ! 2 I I 1 and n j!j, then by !j n we denote the word ! 1 ! 2 : : : ! n . Our rst aim in this section is to prove the existence of the limit set. More precisely, we begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. For all ! 2 I 1 the intersection T n 0 !j n (X) is a singleton.
Proof. Since the sets !j n (X) form a nested sequence of compact sets, the intersection T n 0 !j n (X) is not empty. Moreover, it follows from (4) that if ! is of the form i 1 , 2 I ; i 2 , then the diameters of the intersection T k n=0 !j n (X) tend to 0 and, in the other case, the same conclusion follows immediately from (6). In any case, T n 0 !j n (X) is a singleton and we are done.
Improving a little bit the argument just given, we have the following. Lemma 2.2. lim n!1 sup j!j=n fdiam( ! (X))g = 0: Proof. Let g(n) = max i2 fdiam ? i n (X)g. Since is nite it follows from (4) that lim n!1 g(n) = 0. Let ! 2 I 1 . Given n 0 consider the word !j n . Look at the longest block of the same parabolic element appearing in !j n . If the length of this block exceeds p n then, since due to (2) all the maps j , j 2 I, are Lipschitz continuous with a Lipschitz constant 1, diam( !jn (X)) g( p n). Otherwise, we can nd in !j n at least n? p n p n = p n ? 1 distinct hyperbolic indices. It then follows from (6) (and Lipschitz continuity with a Lipschitz constant 1 of all the maps i , i 2 I) that diam( !jn (X)) s p n?1 . The proof is nished.
We introduce on I 1 the standard metric d(!; ) = e ?n , where n is the largest number such that !j n = j n . The corollary below is now an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2. 
where the supremum is taken over all nite subsets F of I.
Proof. The inequality P(f) supfP F (f)g is obvious. To prove the converse suppose rst that P(f) < 1. Therefore,
? 3"; provided k is large enough. Thus, letting " & 0, the theorem follows. The case P(f) = 1 can be treated similarly.
Looking at this theorem we should notice that our de nition of pressure coincides with a more complicated one given in Sa] although we will not use this information in our paper. We say a -invariant Borel probability measure on I 1 is nitely supported provided there exists a nite set F I such that (F 1 ) = 1. The well-known variational principle (see Wa], comp. PU]) tells us that for every nite set F I
where the supremum is taken over all -invariant ergodic Borel probability measures with (F 1 ) = 1: Applying Theorem 3.1, we therefore get the following.
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Theorem 3.2. If f : I 1 ! IR is acceptable, then
where the supremum is taken over all -invariant ergodic Borel probability measures which are nitely supported.
We consider the function g : I 1 ! IR given by the formula g(!) = log j 0 ! 1 ( ( (!)))j:
Using heavily condition (8) we shall prove the following.
Proposition 3.3. The function g de ned above is acceptable. Proof. Fix n 1 and !; 2 I 1 such that !j n = j n . It then follows from (8) 
If ! 1 is a hyperbolic index, then using the bounded distortion property, we get
On the other hand, since there are only nitely many parabolic indices, there is a positive constant M such that if ! 1 is parabolic, then
Let L 0 = L maxfK; Mg: Since X being compact is bounded, taking n = 1, it follows from the last inequalities that max i2I fsup Let us make the notation. For each i 2 ; let I p gi = f! 2 I p : ! p 6 = ig: Lemma 3.4. P( ; tg) = P(t). Proof. First, we show P(t) = P J (t): Clearly, P J (t) P(t). To prove the converse inequality, suppose P J (t) < s: Then using (5 The same proof goes through in our case replacing only the bounded distortion property by the consequence of (8) 
where the supremum is taken over all ergodic nitely supported measures of positive entropy. We shall prove the following.
Proposition 3.6. The pressure function P(t) has the following properties:
(1) P(t) 0 for all t 0 (2) P(t) > 0 for all 0 t < . (3) P(t) = 0 for all t . (4) P(t) is non-increasing. (2). Suppose that t < . Then there exists an ergodic, nitely supported, measure such that HD( ?1 ) > t. Hence (fx i : i 2 g) = 0 and therefore it follows from condition (2) and the Birkho ergodic theorem that ( ) > 0. Since obviously ( ) < 1 and H ( ) < 1, Theorem 3.5 applies to give t < HD( ?1 ) h ( )= ( ) which due to Theorem 3.2 implies that P( ; tg) h ( ) + R tg d > 0.
(3). Suppose that P(t) > 0 for some t 0. Then in view of (3.1) there exists an ergodic nitely supported measure 2 M such that h ( ) ?t ( ) > 0. Therefore h ( ) > 0 and hence t < h ( ) ( ) = HD( ?1 ) . We are done.
(4). Suppose that t 1 < t 2 . It is clear from the de nition of pressure that P(t 2 ) = 1 implies P(t 1 ) = 1. So, we may assume t 1 < t 2 . Fix " > 0. By Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.3 there exists an ergodic nitely supported measure 2 such that h 2 ( ) + R t 2 gd 2 P( ; t 2 g) ? ". Then by Theorem 3.2, P( ; t 1 g) h 2 ( ) + R t 1 gd 2 = h 2 ( ) + R t 2 gd 2 + R (t 1 ?t 2 )gd 2 h 2 ( )+ R t 2 gd 2 P( ; t 2 g)?". Letting Let us remark that it is possible for = : We will call such systems \strange" and deal with them in more detail in sections 5 and 6. x4. The Perron-Frobenius operator, semiconformal measures and Hausdor dimension. It follows from Proposition 3.6 that is the rst zero of the pressure function.
We shall provide below more characterizations of this number. Given t > (S) we de ne the associated Perron-Frobenius operator acting on C(X) as follows
Notice that the nth composition of L satis es:
Consider the dual operator L t acting on the space of nite Borel measures on X as follows
Notice that the map 7 ! L t ( )=L t ( )(1) sending the space of Borel probability measures into itself is continuous and by the Schauder-Tichonov theorem it has a xed point. In other words L t ( ) = , for some probability measure , where = L t ( )(1) > 0. A probability measure m is said to be ( ; t)-semiconformal provided if L t (m) = m. If = 1
we simply speak about t-semiconformal measures. Repeating a short argument from the proof of Theorem 3.5 of MU] we shall rst prove the following. Proof. For each n 1 let X n = j!j=n ! (X). The sets X n form a descending family and T n 1 X n = J. Notice that 11 X j!j ! = 11 X for all ! 2 I and therefore, using ( ; t)-semiconformality of m, we obtain for every n 1. We note that (S) = infft : (t) = 1 (t) < 1g: In order to demonstrate the existence of (e P(t) ; t)-semiconformal measures we shall prove the following.
Lemma 4.2. If t > (S) and L t (m) = m for some measure m on X, then = e P(t) . Proof. We rst show the easier part that e P(t) . Indeed, for all n 1 where T 0 = 1: Take 0 q(n) n that maximizes T k . Then n (n + 1)# T q(n) and therefore P(t) = lim n!1 1 n log n lim inf n!1 log(n + 1) n + q(n) n 1 q(n) log T q(n) + 1 n log # max 0; lim sup n!1 1 n log T n : (4.2) LetL n t (1) = X !2I n g j 0 ! j t :
It follows from condition (5) that for all n 1; ! 2 I n g and all x 2 X jj 0 ! jj t K t j 0 ! (x)j t :
Summing we have T n K tLn t (1)(x) and integrating this inequality with respect to the measure m, we get T n K t ZL n t (1)(x)dm(x) K t n : Thus, by (4.2) P(t) maxf0; lim sup n!1 1 n log T n g maxf0; log g: If now t < (S), then by Proposition 3.6(2), P(t) > 0; and we therefore get P(t) log . Thus, we are done in this case. So, suppose that t (S). Then by Proposition 3.6(3), P(t) = 0 and in view of (4.1) we are left to show that 1. In order to do it x an arbitrary 0 < < 1. It follows from conditions (4) and (2) that for all n large enough, say n n 0 , j 0 i n(x)j n for all i 2 and all x 2 X. 
Lemma 4.3. For every t > (S) a (P(t); t)-semiconformal measure exists.
Proof. In view of Lemma 4.2, it su ces to prove the existence of an eigenmeasure of the conjugate operator L t . But this has been done in the paragraph preceding Lemma 4.1 which completes the proof.
Let e = e(S) be the in mum of the exponents for which a t-semiconformal measure exists. We shall shortly see this in mum is a minimum. Also, let h = h S be the Hausdor dimension of the limit set J. As an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.6(3) and Lemma 4.3 we get the following.
Lemma 4.4. e(S) (S).
Now, suppose that m is t-semiconformal or equivalently, Theorem 4.6. e = = h =the minimal zero of the pressure function.
As an immediate of Lemma 4.5, Lemma 4.3, Proposition 3.6(3) and Theorem 4.6 we get the following Corollary 4.7. The h-dimensional Hausdor measure of the limit set J is nite.
x5. The associated hyperbolic system. Conformal and invariant measures. In this section we describe how to associate to our parabolic system a new system which is hyperbolic and we apply its properties to study the original system, in particular to prove the existence of h-conformal measures. However we begin this section with a result describing the structure of t-semiconformal measures with exponents t > h. Let = f ! (x i ) : i 2 ; ! 2 I g So, is the set of orbits of parabolic points. The following theorem allows us to conclude a t-semiconformal measure is conformal provided the parabolic orbits do not mix. Proof. For every r > h let m r be an r-semiconformal measure. Note that the existence of at least one such measure (for every r > h) has been proved in Lemma 4.3, comp. also Proposition 3.6(3) and Theorem 4.6. Repeating the reasoning from Proposition 3.6 of MU1], we see that for every r > h there exists a Borel probability measurem r on I 1 such thatm r ?1 = m r andm r ( !]) = R j 0 ! j r dm r ; for all ! 2 I . Now, x t > h and h < s < t. Let~ = f!i 1 : i 2 ; ! 2 I g. If ! = 2~ , then there exists an increasing in nite sequence fn k g 1 k=1 such that either ! n k = 2 or ! n k ?1 6 = ! n k . In either case, using
condition (5) Consider now the system S generated by I , the set of maps of the form i n j ; where n 1, i 2 , i 6 = j, and the maps k ;
where k 2 I n . It immediately follows from our assumptions that the following is true. Theorem 5.2. The system S is a hyperbolic conformal iterated function system.
We recall that J is the limit set generated by the system S :
Lemma 5.3. The limit sets J and J of the systems S and S respectively di er only by a countable set: J J and J n J is countable. Proof. Indeed, it is obvious that J J: On the other hand, the only in nite words generated by S but not generated by S are of the form !i 1 , where ! is a nite word and i is a parabolic element of S.
De nitions. If S is an iterated function system with limit set J; then a measure supported on J is said to be invariant for the system S provided
and is said to be ergodic for the system S provided (E) = 0 or (J n E) = 0 whenever (E S i2I i (E)) = 0. Let us make some notation. Let J 0 J consist of all points with a unique code under S.
For each x = (!) 2 J 0 express ! = i n , where i is a parabolic element, n 0, 1 6 = i and de ne n(x) = n. For each k 0; put B k = fx 2 J 0 : n(x) = kg and D k = fx 2 J 0 : n(x) kg: Theorem 5.4. Suppose that on J is a probability measure invariant under S and (J 0 ) = 1: De ne the measure by setting for each Borel set E J 0 ;
Then is a -nite invariant measure for the system S and is absolutely continuous with respect to : If, for each i 2 I; the measure i is absolutely continuous with respect to the measure ; then and are equivalent and if is ergodic for the system S , then is ergodic for the system S: Moreover, in this last case is unique up to a multiplicative constant.
Proof. Let 
The proof is therefore complete.
We recall from MU1] that a probability measure m is said to be t-conformal for the system S provided m(J) = 1 and for every Borel set A X and every i; j 2 I with i 6 = j, A straightforward computation shows (see for ex. MU1], p. 118) that any t-conformal measure is t-semiconformal. We also recall from MU1] that a conformal hyperbolic system is regular if P(h) = 0 or equivalently an h-conformal measure exists. We shall now prove a little but useful lemma concerning general hyperbolic systems.
Lemma 5.6. If S = f i : X ! X; i 2 Ig is a regular hyperbolic conformal iterated function system, then its h S -conformal measure is atomless.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that m(z) > 0 for some z 2 J. Then, by Corollary 3.11 of MU1],m(!) > 0 for some ! 2 ?1 (z), wherem is the measure produced in Lemma 3.6 of MU1]. Let be the -invariant probability measure produced in Theorem 3.8 of MU1].
Since for every n, ( n (!)) (!) > 0 and is a probability measure, ! is eventually periodic meaning that there exist k 0 and q 1 such that q ( k (!)) = k (!). Therefore, we can write k (!) = 1 ; for some 2 I . Since m( (!)) > 0, m( ( 1 ) ( 1 )) which is a contradiction nishing the proof.
Theorem 5.7. Suppose that S is a parabolic conformal iterated function system and the associated hyperbolic system S is regular. Then m, the h-conformal measure for S is also h-conformal for S and m is the only h-semiconformal measure for S.
Proof. Let m be the h-conformal measure for the system S : We will rst show that m is h-conformal for the system S over the limit set J: We will then associate with S one more hyperbolic system S and use some properties of this system to verify that m is h-conformal for S. Since m(J ) = 1; the probability measure m clearly satis es the rst condition for conformality: m(J) = 1: Next, we will show that m satis es equation ( and the concatenation i ! 1 ::: ! k can be parsed so that it represents an element of I : To see this, rst suppose that ! 1 2 I n : Then l = 1 since i ! 1 ::: ! k can be parsed as i! 1 ; ! 2 ; :::! k which is an element of I : Now, suppose ! 1 = p n q where p 2 and p 6 = q: If p = i, then again l = 1; since i ! 1 ::: ! k can be parsed as i n+1 q; ! 2 ; :::! k which is an element of I : If i 6 = p and n > 1, then i ! 1 ::: ! k can be parsed as (ip; p n?1 q; ! 2 ; ! 3 ; : : :; ! k ) 2 I and also in this case l = 1. If, on the other hand, n = 1 and p = i, then ! 1 = a 1 b 1 , where a 1 2 and b 1 6 = a 1 . If b 1 2 I n , then i ! 1 ::: ! k can be parsed as (ia 1 ; b 1 ; ! 2 ; ! 3 ; : : :; ! k ) 2 I and l = 1. So, suppose that b 1 2 : Now, consider ! 2 . If ! 2 2 I n , then the concatenation i ! 1 ::: ! k can parsed as (ia 1 ; b 1 ! 2 ; ! 3 ; : : :; ! k ) 2 I and l = 2. Otherwise ! 2 = p n q, where p 2 , q 6 = p and n 1. If p = b 1 , then i ! 1 ::: ! k can be parsed as (ia 1 ; b n+1 1 q; ! 3 ; : : :; ! k ) 2 I and l = 2. If p 6 = b 1 and n > 1, then i ! 1 ::: ! k can be parsed as (ia 1 ; b 1 p; p n?1 q; ! 3 ; : : : ; ! k ) 2 I and l = 2. If, on the other hand, n = 1, then ! 2 = a 2 b 2 , where a 2 6 = b 1 ; b 2 . If b 2 2 I n , then i ! 1 ::: ! k can be parsed as (ia 1 ; b 1 a 2 ; b 2 ; ! 3 ; : : :; ! k ) 2 I and l = 2. So, we may assume that b 2 2 . Now, excluding inductively in this manner the cases when i ! 1 ::: ! k can be parsed in a fashion that it would belong to I , we would end up with the conclusion that ! 2 ? contrary to our assumption. Now, let U J be relatively open. Then there is a set M I ; consisting of incomparable words such that U n W where the third equality follows since m is h-conformal for the system S and in the fourth equality we additionally employed the change of variables formula. Now, we want to show m( i (J) \ j (J)) = 0 whenever i 6 = j: Again, it su ces to verify this when J is replaced by J and at least one of the indices i and j is parabolic. As before there is a set M i I of incomparable words such that J n W 2M i (J ) J ; and if 2 M i then i 2 I : Also, let M j I have similar properties with respect to the index j: Then
Finally, to show that m is conformal, we must demonstrate that (5.3) and (5.4) hold whenever A is a Borel subset of X. Note that it su ces to show that m(A) = 0 implies m( i (A)) = 0; for all Borel subsets A of X and all parabolic indices i: In order to prove this, we introduce a new hyperbolic system. The index set for this system is I = I 3 nf(i; i; i) : i 2 g fp n q : p 2 ; q 6 = p; n 2g: Let us prove that the system S satis es the bounded distortion property. To see this read a word ! 2 I as a word in I : ! = (! 1 ; ! 2 ; :::; ! n ): If ! n 2 I n , then we have bounded distortion by property (5) of the system S. If ! n 2 and ! n?1 6 = ! n , then again by property (5) we have bounded distortion with constant K. If ! n?1 = ! n , then ! n?2 6 = ! n?1 , by the de nition of I : Then the word !j n?1 satis es the hypothesis of condition (5) and so j 0 ! (y)j j 0 ! (x)j = j 0 !j n?1 ( ! n (y))jj 0 ! n (y)j j 0 !j n?1 ( ! n (y))jj 0 ! n (y)j K max jj 0 i jj minf 0 i (x) : x 2 Xg : i 2 ;
where the last number is nite since is. To see that S satis es the open set condition, notice that ijk (Int(X))\ pqr (Int(X)) = ; for all ijk 6 = pqr. Next consider i n j (Int(X))\MU2]) with systems which are not strongly regular or equivalently with those with = h. This last characterization continues to be true also for parabolic systems and this class may also be characterized by the requirement of the existence of a number (which then turns out to be = h) such that P(t) = 1 for all t < and P(t) = 0 for all t . Let us remark that we do not want to call the strange systems \irregular" since the irregular hyperbolic systems are precisely those for which no conformal measure exists whereas for a strange parabolic system the following questions remains open Questions. Can there exist a strange parabolic system such that the associated hyperbolic system is regular? Can there exist a strange parabolic system with a purely atomic hconformal measure?
We shall prove the following.
Proposition 5.9. If the system S is strange, then so is S . Proof. Since h S = h S , P (t) 0 for all t h S . So, we are only left to show that P (t) = 1 for all t < h S . And indeed, x t < h S . Since S is strange, P(t) = 1 and therefore (t) = 1. Since is nite, this implies that P i2In jj 0 i jj t = 1. But then (t) P i2In jj 0 i jj t = 1. Hence P (t) = 1 and we are done.
Let us brie y touch on the packing measure of J: Since J is dense in J, as an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.7 and Lemma 4.3 of MU1] we get the following.
Corollary 5.10. Suppose that S is a parabolic iterated function system and the associated hyperbolic system S is regular. If J \Int(X) 6 = ; (that is, if the strong open set condition is satis ed), then the h-dimensional packing measure of J is positive.
Let us remark here that in Corollary 4.7 we have proved that the h-dimensional Hausdor measure of J is nite. Finally, let us give some results about equivalent ergodic invariant measures for regular systems. As a consequence of Theorem 5.7 we have the following.
Corollary 5.11. Suppose that S is a parabolic iterated function system, the associated hyperbolic system S is regular and let m be the corresponding h-conformal measure. Then there exists a unique probability measure equivalent with m, which is ergodic and invariant under S and, up to a multiplicative constant, there exists a unique -nite measure equivalent with m and ergodic invariant under S.
Proof. The rst part of this corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.8 and Proof. Since by Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 3.11 from MU1] m and are equivalent with Radon-Nikodym derivatives are bounded away from 0 and in nity, it therefore follows from Theorem 5.5 that is nite if and only if the series P n 1 nm(B n ) converges. Since m(B n ) =
